April 2019
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Burke Construction Group, Inc. Announces the Addition of Stefanie Fassbender as Virtual Design and
Construction Manager
Burke Construction Group is pleased to announce the addition of Stefanie Fassbender in the capacity of
Virtual Design and Construction Manager. Stefanie attended the University of Wisconsin, Madison where
she received her Master of Science in Civil Engineering with a specialization in Construction Engineering
and Management.
Seeing the tremendous value that Virtual Design and Construction (VD&C) has in the future of the
construction industry, Burke has continued to invest in this innovative department. As the Manager of
VD&C, Stefanie is responsible for creating a multi-dimensional digital representation of projects, which
will be accomplished by providing clash detections, model coordination and construction sequencing. The
VD&C department will be able to give clients, architects and contractors more insight into the project
through renderings, animations and virtual walk-throughs of the space. Additionally, this department will
continue to explore new technologies that will give Burke a competitive edge while showing clients a
better visual representation of the concept throughout the lifecycle of a project. With these cutting-edge
technologies and continued expansion, we are capable of early detection, saving time and lowering costs
for our clients as well as improving jobsite safety and project team coordination across all projects.
Burke Construction Group is excited about this new chapter and to be at the forefront of this cutting-edge
technology.

About Burke Construction Group - Building Client Visions Since 1984 - Burke Construction Group is an award
winning general contracting firm headquartered in Las Vegas, Nevada with regional offices located in North Dakota.
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